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What IS Computer Graphics?

The process of creating digital images.



MODEL IMAGECONCEPT

Computer Graphics

The core technological issues in computer generated imagery.



MODEL IMAGECONCEPT

Modelling

MODELS (in computer graphics): A Digital, Descriptive or 
Mathematical representation of a scene or object that can be 

stored (efficiently) in computer memory.



Modeling





© Walt Disney and TSL



Modelling Issues

• Conversion for Digital Storage 
– Uniqueness
– Efficiency
– Correctness
– Fidelity/Resolution?

• Consider final use of model 
and how it is to be rendered



MODEL IMAGECONCEPT

Rendering

The rendered IMAGE is a visual representation of the 
model on digital output media. 



Rendering

A single model might be represented in many different ways.



Photoreal Rendering
• Photoreal rendering refers to rendering a 3D scene in a 

realistic way
• Modern photoreal rendering algorithms are essentially a 

physically based simulation of light propagation and 
scattering throughout a 3D environment

• In a sense, this means that there is a ‘correct’ image that 
should be generated, given an input data set. This allows 
the subject of photoreal rendering to have a strong 
theoretical basis (namely, the science of optics)

• Most modern photoreal rendering algorithms are based 
on the classic ray tracing algorithm, that traces the path 
of individual light rays starting from the eye and working 
backwards to the light sources



Phororeal Rendering



Non-Photoreal Rendering
• Non-photoreal rendering (NPR) refers to 

rendering images in other ways…
• Sometimes, this is done to achieve aesthetic 

goals such as artificial water colors, pencil 
sketches, paint brushstrokes…

• Other times, the goal is to maximize the 
communication of visual information, as in 
scientific and medical visualization



NPR



3D Issues

• 3D information on a 
2D display
– Projection
– Viewing
– Depth-perception
– Hidden Surface 

Removal
– Illumination!



3D Models

• A basic 3D model might consist of a 
simple array of triangles

• Each triangle stores 3 vertices
• Each vertex contains an xyz position, and 

possibly some other information (color, 
normal…)



3D Models

class Vector3 {
float x,y,z;

};

class Vertex {
Vector3 Position;

};

class Triangle {
Vertex Vert[3];

};

class Model {
int NumTris;
Triangle *Tri;

};



Basic Issues

• 2D Issues
– Line Drawing
– Clipping
– Polygon Filling
– Curves

• Rasterization!
• Discretization.



Image Processing
• Some computer graphics operations involve 

manipulating 2D images (bitmaps)
• Image processing applies directly to the pixel 

grid and includes operations such as color 
correction, scaling, blurring, sharpening, etc.

• Common example include digital photo 
processing and digital ‘painting’ programs 
(Adobe Photoshop…)



MODEL IMAGECONCEPT

Image Processing

Operations on Images



Image Processing



Animation
• An animation is just a sequence of individual images
• Basically, the subject of computer animation focuses on 

how things change over time. Usually, this refers to 
motion, but can also refer to other properties changing 
over time.

• Physical simulation is a very powerful tool in computer 
animation and can be used to generate believable 
animations of rigid objects, deformable objects, gasses, 
liquids, fracture, particle effects, and even explosions 
and fire

• Computer animation also includes a large number of 
techniques specifically developed to manipulate virtual 
characters



MODEL IMAGECONCEPT

Animation

Remodel and Re-render



Character Animation



Image (noun)

1. a physical likeness or representation of a person, animal, or thing, 
photographed, painted, sculptured, or otherwise made visible. 

2. an optical counterpart or appearance of an object, as is produced by 
reflection from a mirror, refraction by a lens, or the passage of 
luminous rays through a small aperture and their reception on a 
surface. 

3. a mental representation; idea; conception. 
4. Psychology. a mental representation of something previously 

perceived, in the absence of the original stimulus. 
5. form; appearance; semblance: We are all created in God's image. 
6. counterpart; copy: That child is the image of his mother. 
7. a symbol; emblem. 
...
14.Archaic. an illusion or apparition.



Digital Images

• An image is a visual output of data stored in terms of a 
numeric, recordable elements.

• Most digital images we use today are output in terms of 
a regular grid of pixels, referred to as a raster.

• Intermediately the image can be stored in the form of 
lines, curves and filled areas, referred to as vector 
primitives.

• All of these are eventually represented in a numerical 
way.



Related Areas

Image Processing Computer Vision

Rendering

Image Acquisition

Images

Data / Models

Real World

Concepts
Modelling



Traditional Graphics Pipeline

• In the traditional graphics pipeline, each 
primitive is processed through the 
following steps:
– Transformation
– Lighting
– Clipping
– Scan conversion
– Pixel processing



Transformation

• The transformation process refers to the 
linear transformation from 3D space to a 
2D viewing space

• Ultimately, each vertex position must be 
transformed from it’s defining object space 
to the device coordinates (pixel space)

• This often involves a combination of 
rotations, translations, scales, and 
perspective transformations



Lighting
• Lighting operations are applied to each vertex to 

compute its color
• In more advanced rendering, lighting operations 

are computed per pixel, rather than per vertex
• A variety of light types can be defined such as 

point lights, directional lights, spot lights, etc.
• More advanced lighting operations can account 

for shadows, reflections, translucency, and a 
wide variety of optical effects



Clipping
• Some triangles will be completely visible on the screen, 

while others may be completely out of view
• Some may intersect the side of the screen and require 

special handling
• The camera’s viewable space forms a volume called the 

view volume. Triangles that intersect the boundary of the 
view volume must be clipped.

• The related process of culling refers to the determination 
of which primitives are completely invisible

• The output of the clipping/culling process is a set of 
visible triangles that lie within the dimensions of the 
display device



Scan Conversion

• The scan conversion (or rasterization) 
process takes 2D triangles as input and 
outputs the exact pixels covered by the 
triangle

• Per-vertex data, such as color, is 
interpolated across the triangle, so each 
pixel may have a unique color



Pixel Processing

• The output of the scan conversion process is a bunch of 
individual xy pixels, plus additional data per pixel such as 
interpolated depth (z), color, or other information

• The pixel processing stage includes the operations that 
take place per pixel to compute the final color that gets 
rendered into the framebuffer

• Usually, the zbuffer technique is used to make sure that 
a pixel is rendered only if it is not blocked by an existing 
surface

• Other processing, such as texturing and transparency 
operations happen per pixel

• In some systems, the entire lighting process is computed 
per pixel, instead of per vertex



Scene Rendering
• With the traditional zbuffered graphics pipeline, 

triangles can be rendered in any order without 
affecting the final image

• Often, complex effects such as transparency, 
actually do depend on the rendering order, and 
so may require additional care

• Still, it makes a nice basic approach, and it’s the 
approach taken by OpenGL and built into many 
modern hardware graphics boards



Application Areas



Graphical User Interfaces (GUI)



Photorealistic Fantasy



Photorealistic (Virtual) Reality



Image Synthesis



Augmenting Reality



Computer Animation



Aiding Traditional Animation



Abstract Imagery



Abstract Animation

Anjyu © Yasuo Ohba.



Animation Control

Pipe dreams © Animusic



Simulating Human Styles

© Isenberg et alIllustrative visualisation a.k.a. Non-photorealistic Computer Graphics



Simulating Art

© Salisbury et al [1997]



Cultural Heritage



Scientific Visualization and Analysis



Scientific Visualisation



Physics Simulation



Medicine and Virtual Surgery



Lighting and Layout Design

© Chang Kyung Seok



Architectural Design and Simulation

© NBBJ Architects



© NBBJ Architects



© NBBJ Architects



Commercial Design



Image Abstraction

© Anthony Santella and Doug DeCarlo, 2004



Advanced Interfaces



The CG Spectrum
• Data: Images and video

• Interactive applications: e.g. 
Games, Simulators, VR, 
Walkthroughs

• Tools: Video + image editing, 
3D modelling applications

• Scripts, code, bits and bytes, 
mathematical equations

• Circuits

• Passive Audience (viewers)

• Interactive Audience (users)

• Authors

• Programmers

• Hardware engineers


